
 

 

 

 

PhD Position within the Marie-Curie Innovative Training 

Network (MC-ITN) “DohART-NET” 

Project full title: Periconceptional Programming of Health Training Network 
 

Within the MC-ITN project DohART-NET http://www.dohartnet.eu/ the MWM 

Biomodels GmbH (http://www.mwm-biomodels.com/index.html) located close to 

Munich is looking for a highly motivated and skilled 

PhD student (m/f/d) 

DohART-Net is focusing on developmental programming effects of altered conditions 

during the periconceptional (PC) period and integrates pre-clinical (animal and stem 

cell models) and clinical studies. The applicant will focus on the assessment of 

developmental programming effects in offspring from genetically (pre-)diabetic sows 

as compared to offspring from wild-type littermate sows. The project comprises in vivo 

evaluation of changes in body composition by different imaging technologies, e.g. 

MRT, as well as evaluation of metabolic changes, e.g. by glucose tolerance tests or 

glucose clamp technique. Further, a comprehensive repository of different body fluids 

and tissues for systematic clinical-chemical, endocrinological, metabolomics as well as 

molecular profiling on the RNA and protein levels will be generated from offspring of 

(pre-)diabetic and non-diabetic control sows and selected tissues/body fluids will be 

analyzed. The project implies a series of secondments at partner labs as well as 

regular workshops for additional training. The candidate will strongly benefit from a 

network of internationally recognized scientists and the participation of companies with 

relevant interests and expertise in the field. 

 

 



 

Your profile 
 

Eligibility (mandatory for funding) 

 Background in veterinary medicine, biology or equivalent with solid knowledge 
in endocrinology and pathology; practical experience in molecular profiling 
techniques, together with bioinformatics competences would be beneficial but 
are not required 

 Have not been awarded a PhD already 

 Less than 4 years research experience at the signature of the contract 
(counting from the time the Master’s degree has been obtained) 

 Spent less than 12 months in Germany in the 3 years prior to selection  

 Excellent knowledge of the spoken and written English language 

 Excellent communication and team working skills 

 

 

The position will be on a temporary basis for a period of 36 months (Regular 

employment contract). The candidate will receive a Monthly Living Allowance plus a 

Mobility Allowance compliant with the applicable EC Marie-Curie Actions-ITN general 

conditions. 

MWM Biomodels GmbH is a spin-off company of and closely collaborates with the 

Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich and is specialized in the development and 

characterization of genetically-modified large animal models for biomedical research. 

Current projects are focused on the development, characterization and 

implementation of genetically tailored pigs as disease models (diabetes mellitus, 

cardiovascular diseases, rare monogenic diseases) and as tissue donors for 

xenotransplantation. 

 

Please send your application (CV, letter of motivation, and relevant certificates) 

as a single PDF to simone.renner@lmu.de  

 


